
Notes from Tenants Together Meeting 
Held on 7th September 2017 

 

Present: Nigel, Pat, Sheila  

Apologies: Rex  

In attendance: John Shipley (Operations Director) 

    

Matters Arising 

Recruiting New Members 

All agreed that it was disappointing that no new members had come forward following the article 
in the last newsletter, the Tenants Together items on the website and some targeted emails that 
had been sent out. Sheila agreed to draft something for the next newsletter about her personal 
experience of being on the group in case other tenants thought it might be too formal for them. 
She will get across that it’s friendly, welcoming and nothing to worry about. 

John suggested that he talks to TPAS (Tenant Participation Advisory Service) to get some advice 
on recruitment and involvement, as well as to look at some other areas such as how to look at 
tenant satisfaction. All agreed that they might be a useful source of advice. 

Planned Maintenance  

John confirmed that, as it was raised at the last meeting, Simon (Maintenance Manager) had 
been doing a lot of work on the communication with tenants over the planned maintenance 
programme. Reports are that communication is much better now.   

 

Newsletter 

Lee, who prepares the newsletter SHAL sends out to tenants, had asked the group to consider a 
number of issues: 

 Not many of the suggestions for a name for the newsletter that were put forward by SHAL 

staff were supported other than, possibly, Grapevine. Three other suggestions were 

proposed: Outlook, Connection and ReachOut 

 There was a lot of support for breaking up the information stuff in the newsletter with human 

interest stories. It was suggested that this might feature tenants who, for example, have 

interesting jobs, interesting backgrounds, are new to Somerset, are good neighbours, have 

unusual hobbies, are doing something for a charity or in the community etc – anything that 

might be of interest to others. It was also thought a similar approach to articles about staff 

could work (talking about what they do outside of work so tenants see them as whole people) 

 The suggested Q&A feature was supported – it was thought this could include questions to 

Tenants Together as well and that it would be good if different staff answered each question 

so their names get used. Suggested name for this was ‘You Asked SHAL’  

 Tenants thought ‘What’s On’ was a great idea as was ‘A Day in the Life’ of a staff member 

 The group asked if Amanda would do a follow-up article and Sheila offered to write something 

about Tenants Together from her perspective 

 It was thought that SHAL could also do a regular feature on an area we work in (a different 

area each time)  



John said he will pass all these really useful comments back to Lee 

 

Customer Service 

There was a lot of discussion about customer service as SHAL is about to look at doing some 
staff development work on customer service and is seeking to develop some standards that will 
state very clearly what tenants can expect 

Comments made included: 

 What’s important is how they make you feel 

 Politeness and respect are vital 

 Kind, interested words are great – ‘good morning’, ‘hello’, ‘enjoy your good day’, ‘look after 
yourself’, ‘take care’ etc but it mustn’t sound scripted or it loses its warmth and becomes 
annoying 

 A handshake is nice in some situations 

 Staff need to be genuinely interested in people and must come across that way – it would be 
great if staff (particularly when visiting people at home) had the time to just chat and find out 
(potentially useful) stuff about the tenant before getting down to the business of the visit 

 It would be good if, in response to a letter, staff rang to say ‘we’ve got your letter and we’ll be 
in touch next week’ 

 Although targets for responding to letters have their place, it’s not about the response rate it’s 
about how it makes you feel 

 Staff should put themselves out to sort out a customer’s problem 

 It doesn’t matter how quickly you answer the phone as long as you answer it or (if you leave a 
message) someone comes back to you 

 Assess the person in front of you and respond in a way that suits them – some people want 
to talk, others don’t 

Things that annoy (mostly in places other than SHAL) include: 

 Being ignored 

 Not following up on things that they said they would do 

 Not keeping the customer informed 

 Having to say the same thing over and over again to different people 

 People being abrupt 

 Computer says No 

 

Next Meeting 

Victoria Park Community Centre, Bridgwater – 2.00pm on Thursday 26th October 2017 

Meeting will discuss SHAL’s approach to rent arrears and to anti-social behaviour. We will also 
discuss the programme for the coming 6 months and what areas of SHAL the group might want 
to really dig down deep into 


